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Harlan Carvey brings readers an advanced book on Windows Registry. The first book of its kind

EVER -- Windows Registry Forensics provides the background of the Registry to help develop an

understanding of the binary structure of Registry hive files. Approaches to live response and

analysis are included, and tools and techniques for postmortem analysis are discussed at length.

Tools and techniques will be presented that take the analyst beyond the current use of viewers and

into real analysis of data contained in the Registry.Packed with real-world examples using freely

available open source toolsDeep explanation and understanding of the Windows Registry - the most

difficult part of Windows to analyze forensicallyIncludes a CD containing code and author-created

tools discussed in the book
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Windows Registry Forensics is another excellent installment of Harlan's continuing research and

education efforts relating to Windows forensics. In his previous work, Windows Forensic Analysis

DVD Toolkit, Second Edition, Harlan covered the broader topic of Windows forensics. While he did

cover registry forensics issues in his previous work, this book drills down even deeper into the

subject and provides the reader with a comprehensive view of the inner workings of the Windows

Registry. If you couple this book with his previous book, you essentially get Windows Forensic

Analysis, Second Edition: The Director's Cut. I recommend this book to anyone who is interested in

digital forensics and will be adding it to my "So you'd like to... Learn Digital Forensics" 



guide.Previous reviewers such as David Nardoni have provided excellent detailed overviews of the

individual chapters so I won't repeat that level of depth for this review. Harlan takes a "teach them to

fish" approach in teaching the reader about the Windows Registry. If the reader is expecting a book

with a laundry list of interesting Registry keys, they will walk away disappointed. This isn't to say that

there isn't a tremendous amount revealed about individual keys, but it's done in the larger context of

Harlan's efforts to teach the reader about the Registry in a comprehensive manner.The first chapter

is where Harlan teaches the reader about fish (the Registry). This chapter explains what the registry

is and how to think about it in the context of an examination.

After having read the subtitle -- Advanced Digital Forensic Analysis of the Windows Registry' -- I

was a bit surprised to find that this book seems to have its roots in 'the number of analysts ... [who]

have no apparent idea of the forensic value of the Windows Registry' as the Preface mentions. This

suggests the book is not so much for the advanced analyst, but more of an introduction to the area

for those who are not yet proficient in analysing Registry information.Other areas of the book, such

as the description of some of the internal structures of the registry, tend to support this. An

advanced book would probably not have omitted a description of the security descriptors on registry

keys, for example.This is probably not obvious to the buyer -- who is likely to go by the subtitle. I

bought the book largely on the strength of the title, myself, and while I'm not disappointed, it's not

quite the book I hoped for.To the presumed reader, then, the main value is probably to be found in

the two chapters of Case Studies. Here is where the value of the registry in a forensic analysis is

most clearly described. These chapters are what beginning registry analysts want to read.The focus

of these chapters, though, is on the information in the registry, not where it is located, or to what

extent it can be relied on. This is a deliberate decision of the author, and may be sound enugh. It

means, though, that the reader is more drawn into using the author's tools, and less into being able

to locate the actual keys and values himself with regedit or other tools. In a text for more advanced

users, it would have been been a serious error to omit full key/value descriptions; in this type of

book, it may lead to more complexity than is strictly warranted.

Four chapters. You might think that with only four chapters the author could in no way write a book

that covers Windows registry forensics. I was a bit skeptical at first too but was quickly proven

wrong. I've known Harlan for a few years now and I know that his knowledge of the Windows

registry is in the 99th percentile when compared to his peers. Do not think of this as a four-chapter

book. Think of this as a continuation of the concepts that Harlan presented in Chapter 4 of his



Windows Forensic Analysis DVD Toolkit, Second Edition. With only roughly 100 pages in which to

describe the valuable artifacts that reside in the Windows registry, Harlan obviously felt that he

needed more room to spread his wing - hence the new book.Chapter 1 provides a very detailed

overview of registry analysis. Harlan really wants analysts to first consider the types of information

they need prior to starting a forensic exercise. The `what' and `where' of the registry is detailed at

great length in addition to its structure. Though this book shows you where to find the registry and

some important keys, the author is careful to not present this as the bible of registry information -

knowing full well that the minutiae will change from Windows release to Windows release. What this

chapter does provide, however, is a good sense of what types of information can be found within the

Windows registry. Chapter 2 provides in-depth coverage of several tools to not only conduct

forensic investigations on the Windows registry but also how to interact with the registry (both on the

target systems and remotely). The author describes tools that he has crated (and that are freely

available) in addition to tools and applications from others.
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